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Soundpeats RunFree Lite headphones (black)
Are you a physically active person? Do you need reliable earphones that work in any situation? The Soundpeats RunFree Lite headphones
will be perfect for you! Thanks to their special design, with the headband running at the back of your head, they will be more comfortable
to use. What's more, they guarantee an unforgettable sound experience, and thanks to IPX4 water resistance they won't be intimidated
by splashes of water! They also use Bluetooth 5.3 technology, so transmission is reliable and you don't have to worry about interference.
With Soundpeats you will get to know your beloved songs all over again!
 
Excellent sound quality
RunFree Lite will delight you with excellent sound quality, as they are equipped with a 16.2mm driver and patented bass enhancement
technology.  As  a  result,  your  beloved  songs  will  draw  you  in  with  even  greater  force!  What's  more,  they  also  use  special  directional
transmission technology. Now you can play music without worrying that the person sitting next to you will hear what you're listening to.
 
Comfort of use
Soundpeats headphones also guarantee unparalleled comfort. One earphone weighs just 28g, which means it won't be a burden on your
ears. RunFree Lite are specially designed for physically active people, so the headband connecting the headphones is located at the back
of your head for greater comfort. What's more, with the open ear design, you'll remain aware of your surroundings while enjoying your
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music.
 
Easy control
The touch panels that the headphones are equipped with will make it easy to control. Using them, you can answer calls, pause or resume
music playback. And that's not all! From today you no longer have to reach for your phone every time.
 
Wireless connection
The RunFree Lite headphones use Bluetooth 5.3 technology to provide a fast and more stable connection with lower power consumption.
What's  more,  the  Mulit-Point  Connection  feature  allows  you  to  pair  them  with  2  devices  at  the  same  time!  So  you  can  easily  switch
between them and freely receive incoming calls while watching movies on your computer.
 
Long runtime
What sets the Soundpeats headphones apart is their long runtime. They are equipped with a 130 mAH battery, so you can listen to your
favorite tunes for up to 17 hours! Don't worry, though, when their energy runs out, as you can easily recharge them with the included
USB-C cable in as little as 1.6 hours!
 
Perfect fit and safety
The Soundpeats gadget has been carefully designed. Its headband is made of skin-friendly liquid silicone, so it will be comfortable during
various sports. What's more, the headphones also exhibit IPX4 water resistance, which means they won't be intimidated by sweat or light
rain. No longer do you have to give up running or hiking during inclement weather!
 
Included
RunFree Lite headphones
Type-C charging cable
user manual
Manufacturer
Soundpeats
Model
RunFree Lite
Color
Black
Bluetooth version
5.3
Supported profiles
A2DP/AVCTP/AVDTP/AVRCP/HFP/HID
Supported Bluetooth codec
SBC,AAC
Battery capacity
130 mAH
Operating time
approx. 17 h
Charging time
approx. 1,6 h
Charging port
Type-C
Weight of a single handset
approx. 28 g
Water resistance
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IPX4

Preço:

€ 40.50

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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